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The interaction cross section depends only on E, which is the
absorption coefficient in nuclear matter, and not on kj. This
absorption coeKcient is related to the cross sections for ele-
mentary particle interactions; it equals

E=Dg)&y+DrstTrz) (4)

where D„and D„are the proton and neutron densities, and 0.~
and 0 the cross sections for interaction of the incident particle
with protons and neutrons, respectively. Equation (4) is based on
the assumption that the elementary cross sections are the same
for nucleons bound in the nucleus as for free nucleons, and are
not inhibited by the Pauli principle. This should be valid for pions
of the order of 1 Bev.

The diffraction portion of the total cross section is mainly con-
fined to angles less than 8&

——3/(k R). For 1-Bev mesons on lead,
kR=50, so that HI=3 degrees. Therefore the interaction cross
section should be relatively easy to determine experimentally by
measuring the "total" cross sect on in geometry such that scatter-
ing through angles of less than about 3 degrees is not detected.
Such an experiment has been proposed by Clark, Cool, and
Piccioni.

The interaction cross sections (2) have to be corrected for the
Coulomb interaction. At the energies involved this correction can
be made on the basis of classical orbit dynamics, resulting in a
correction factor

0-~/0 p ——1W2Ze'/RE, (3)

where o+(~ ) is the cross section for positive (negative) particles
of energy E (assumed relativistic and large compared to the
height of the Coulomb barrier), and o-p is the cross section calcu-
lated from Eq. (2); R is the over-all nuclear radius. This condition
is obtained by noting that a particle of impact parameter k= R(1
WZes/RR) just grazes the surface of the nucleus.

The calculations have been performed for m mesons of 700-
Mev kinetic energy, for which the cross sections were assumed to
be a (v,a) =0 (s+ p) = 14 mb, and o (s+ a)= ~(v,p) = 38 mb, as
inferred from a graph of the results of references 1 to 3, and the
hypothesis of charge symmetry. The radius of lead was taken as
1.2A&)(10 "cm and 1.4A&)&10 "cm. The results are summarized
in Table I.

It appears that there is a di8erence of about 8 percent of the
total cross section between the (7r+,s. ) diiferences to be expected
on the basis of the two models. Therefore experimental deter-
minations of the interaction cross sections of lead for positive
and negative pions around 700 Mev should make it possible to
decide whether the uniform distribution or the Johnson-Teller
distribution is more nearly correct.

It is reasonable to expect that the angular distribution of the
elastically scattered mesons will depend just as sensitively on the
nucleon density distributions; calculations on this point are being
planned.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge stimulating discussions with
O. Piccioni, G. Snow, and C. N. Yang.
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" 'N a recent letter Swann' objects to my theory of the cosmic-
.. ray storm efFect. ' He has not observed, however, that the
beam I consider expands the whole time when travelling out from

the sun, so that the magnetic field in it is proportional to r '
(r= distance to the sun). This means that an observer travelling
with the beam observes a decrease in the magnetic field in the
beam, and by betatron (or "cygnotron") action this causes a
decrease in the energy of the particles in the beam. Hence Swann's
starting point that "an observer moving with the beam observes
no change of energy" is not correct.

Swann further points out that in an example I have given, a
cosmic-ray particle would have "a radius of curvature 15 times
smaller than the beam width and so could never cross it."As the
magnetic field in the beam is inhomogeneous, the particle, which
moves in a trochoid, will drift perpendicular to the beam and could
very well cross it.

The conclusion is that the relative decrease in energy could
have any value and is not limited to (2s/c.
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'EXCITED W'" following beta-minus emission of Ta'" is
~ one of several complex-gamma-emitting nuclei of even-even

species. Figure 1, we feel, presents the main features of the energy
level scheme. The portion of the diagram from 1222 kev and up,
with the exception of the level E, is one of several proposed by
Muller' and co-workers. Of sixteen gamma rays cited, most of
which were measured with high precision by the Dumond curved
crystal spectrometer, ten were incorporated by these workers in
this portion of the decay scheme. The remaining six gamma rays
listed, we place at AB, BC, EH, AD, BD, and BF. These assign-
ments are based upon measurements taken from high-6eld,
high-resolution beta-ray spectrographs. Gamma rays AD and BD
were found to difFer by 99.9&0,5 kev, BF and BD by 68.0~0.5
kev, and the pair AF, BF by 100.1~0.5 kev. The triad of lines to
level C were also sufIiciently intense for accurate measurement of
energy differences and help support the diagram. Finally, high-

energy transitions from nearly all of the levels D through E' to
A, B, and C have been observed and agree with the proposed
scheme. We also have some evidence for the level L, although
according to the various possibilities proposed by Muller either
level G or L may be present, but not both. Our data actually
favor a level at G perhaps one kev lower than that given.

Including a few additional weak low-energy radiations between
some of the levels D through L, not previously mentioned, it is
seen that this decay scheme accommodates about forty gamma
rays. However, at least this many more have been observed and
roughly classi6ed by this group. For the most part, these radia-
tions are very weak, and lead, no doubt, to additional levels be-
tween C and D. Also there is little doubt that some arise from
levels higher than X (or I). The measurement of a single half-life
of 115.5 days over a period of five and a half cycles is indication
that these weak gamma rays do not arise from contaminants.

Analysis of the beta spectra has proved somewhat disappoint-
ing. A group of low-intensity conversion lines so obscures the end

point (at 540 kev) that good measurements of the end points and
relative intensities of the several other beta spectra present have
so far not been realized.

The electron spectrum gives relative E conversion of 10:8.0:8.0
for the three strong lines AD, BF, and BD. Borrowing the gamma-
ray intensity data of Muller, the ratios of E' conversion coefIicients
for these gamma rays are 1:1.8:0.85. Taking 0+ and 2+ for the
levels A and B, the first and third conversion coe%cients are com-
patible with a 1—assignment for D. This assignment also fixes the
conversion coeflicient for BF, which 6ts an E2 transition. A choice
of 4+ for the levelF is consistent with the trend of the levels from D


